
MUSLIMS IN SPAIN 

Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh, 
Auzu Billahi Minashaytanir Rajeem. Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem, 

Wassalatu Wassalamu ala Rasulina Muhammadin Sayyidul Awwalin wal Akhirin, 
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habi Rasulillah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina, 

Sheykh Abdullah Daghestani, Sheykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur. 
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jamiyya. 

 
Alhamdulillah. Thank Allah we have completed a trip, went and came back safely. 

Our beloved (ahbab) and ikhwan (brothers and sisters), those forlorn, were very happy. 
That is a foreign place (ghurbat) and is the land of unbelief. It is really like that. There is 
no lenience of Islam there. 

We need to be thankful for our situation. We thank Allah a thousand times. 
Muslims reached the highest level in Spain at one point. Muslims here were like 
elementary school children compared to them. It is the wisdom of Allah though, whatever 
happened, Allah (JJ) took out Muslims from that land. Those who left got out, and those 
who did not suffered a lot. The tolerance of Islam does not exist at all there. During 
Ottoman times and other times, Christians, Jews and Muslims all lived side by side. They 
expelled Muslims there so the people went to the top of the mountains. They did not 
leave them alone there either. They strived until not even one was left. They kicked them 
all out of there. It is the wisdom of Allah. Of course there is a wisdome behind it. For 
sure. That was what was supposed to happen and it happened.  

That is why we need to be thankful to Allah that over in these areas, Allah 
bestowed his favor and raised Islam. Islam stayed here as the pure religion. The Ottomans 
protected Islam. It did not allow evil things, evil movements or influences to enter. 
Because it was pure, Islam was protected. This is what we predict. Truely great awliya 
came out of Andalus. They also left and came to these areas. To Sham (Damscus), 
Aleppo (Halab), Anatolia, and Baghdad. So some people with perverted ideas came out of 
there. They were the reason for the expulsion of all from there and for their drowning. 
There is no other interpretation. First Mind (Akl-e Awwal) people here are also presenting 
some people with perverted ideas from there as Muslims and scholars (alims). The slap 
that hit them might hit people who present them as scholars. May it hit those who accept 
them. We are far from them and do not accept those people. 

There is a group called the Philosophers. They do not deal with anything and think 
they themselves know everything. A great Islamic state was lost because of them. So 
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many people suffered oppression and perished. That is why when we see something bad, 
we do not accept it. What they say belongs to them. Let them suffer the consequences.  

Our country, Mashallah, is like a paradise of a country. There was no wealthier 
country in the wrold than that one (Al-Andalus Umayyad State) at the time. Whether 
speaking of knowledge or whatever else, they had reached the highest level. When there is 
knowledge without action and such bad people come out, Allah’s wrath comes upon all. 
The wet burns away with the dry (an idiom). 

Nevertheless, Mashallah we have many Pakistani or other nationality Muslim 
origin ikhwan both there and in other places. We have many Spanish ikhwan too. We saw 
it everyday this time around. Truely, I was never expecting so many and was surprised. 
Everyday, they were bringing three to five people, sometimes six. Around 30 Spaniards 
becamse Muslim within this one week. You would never expect them to be so close to 
Islam. So it is possible if Allah wishes. Even the most extreme enemy of Islam country is 
like this. Eventhough it is the state where the Church shows the most animosity, it is still 
the wisdom of Allah that He shows them. When Allah wants, He guides people to 
become Muslim. 

May Allah, because of their forlorn ancestors, make them all Muslim Inshallah. 
May they return to Islam again. May Allah also grant us to continue the Ottomans 
Inshallah. Because the the Ottomans were the protectors of Islam. They even protected 
the Muslims there. They took them and brought them to safe places. 

Wa Minallah at-Tawfeeq. 

Al-Fatiha. 

 

Shaykh Muhammad Mehmet Adil 

10 April 2015, Akbaba Dargah, Sabah Namaz 
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